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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports on all the activities carried out during the first half of the NGPaaS Project
within Work Package (WP) 7, focusing on the communication and dissemination of the project
outcomes, on the standardization and open source contributions process and describing the
exploitation opportunities identified by every partner in the period. NGPaaS has also cooperated
with other 5G Public Private Partnership projects within different Working Groups (WGs).
NGPaaS aims to build a strong momentum around the cloud native 5G design, a topic advanced
in the software network WG.
WP7 related activities span through the whole duration of the project and require continuous
updates and monitoring to ensure an uninterrupted alignment between the project’s activities and
outcomes and the partners activities and interests. External stakeholders focus and trends, as well
as predefined KPIs are also considered in this alignment process.
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1 Introduction
The deliverable accounts for the activities of the NGPaaS project in relation to communication,
standardization and dissemination, during the first half of the project (June 2017-May 2018).
An initial description of the partners’ activities, in relation to their individual exploitation of the
results and activities due to their participation in the project, was included herein as well, but due
to the “Public” dissemination level of the deliverable and the disclosure of partners activity in
relation to their product/commercial strategies, it was decided to move this description to
Deliverable 7.3, with a more restrictive dissemination level.

1.1

Objective of the document

The objective of the document is to provide an accurate, complete and clear description of the
proposals, initiatives and activities performed by the project consortium and its individual
partners. It describes the efforts performed to provide visibility to the project, its objectives,
activities and outcomes as well as how the project has contributed to different fora and Open
Source initiatives, during the reporting period.
The aim of NGPaaS project is to build a 5G Platform-As-A-Service (PaaS) which not only
facilitates building, shipping and running classical virtual network applications (VNFs) with
“telco-grade” quality but also provides an ecosystem that breaks the barriers between connectivity
and computing, combining all sorts of third-party applications with those VNFs for creating
exciting more versatile and powerful cloud objects. The main goal of NGPaaS is to build it by
targeting a Telco-grade PaaS supporting different configurations and a large set of deployment
options, a new Dev-for-Operations model to remove the vertical barriers that create isolated silos
and a decentralized OSS/BSS model for interfacing with cloud resources.
NGPaaS will significantly shape the future 5G systems considering the platform based design and
deployment perspective. This report elaborates the NGPaaS project’s plan for dissemination
activities and summarizes the achievements and activities so far providing an assessment of their
impact.
NGPaaS aims to contribute to the evolution of mobile radio networks towards Cloud Native 5G
in a way that meets the needs and requirements of the whole society in general and of users,
network operators and vendors. To achieve this objective, the dissemination and communication
activities have been structured in four areas:
• Communication to the General Public: (i) contributing to discussions about 5G in the
society and (ii) interactive communication with potential users.
•

Open-Source and Standardization: plan for contributing the NGPaaS Research and
Development (R&D) at the most relevant standardization bodies e.g. ETSI, and opensource

•

Scientific dissemination and PoC demonstrations: (i) scientific publications in journals,
conferences and workshops, (ii) organizing workshops at major scientific conferences
(iii) delivering talks at conferences and industry events, (iv) providing PoC at industry
events and academic conferences.
Cooperation with other 5G PPP projects: NGPaaS is actively seeking for cooperation
with other projects in the H2020 5G PPP program, by participating in several working
groups of the 5G PPP program as well as in bilateral discussions with other projects.

•
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Structure of the document

The document is organized according to the task-split defined for WP7 in the Project's contractual
Description of Work:
•
•
•
•

An initial section covers the activities related to Communication, Dissemination. As
mentioned the description of per partner Exploitation activities, which should be part as
well of Task 7.1, is moved to D7.3.
A following section focuses on activities in relation to standardization and open source
contributions (Task 7.2).
The contribution of the project into different working groups within the 5G PPP (Task
7.3) are described in a subsequent section of the document.
The document concludes with a final section where the overall activities are assessed
against initial KPIs. Focus areas within the WP, for the second half of the Project, are
considered as well.
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2 Task 7.1: Communication, Dissemination &
Exploitation
During the initial quarters, the bulk of the activities in the project focused on considering the state
of the art and, going beyond it, to propose case-scenarios which could serve as demonstrators for
the need / suitability of the NGPaaS concepts.
Based on this, an initial architectural proposal followed and initial prototypes where defined in
the 3rd and 4th quarter of the project. As a consequence, the activities on Task 7.1 had a strong
component towards Communication in the initial 2 quarters, while the availability of proposals,
materials and initial outcomes enabled to increase the weight of Dissemination and individual
Exploitation activities towards the second half of this reporting period.
Details for each group of these activities are provided herein.

Communication

2.1

Internal Communication
In the following a detail of communication tools and mechanisms, employed for internal
communication within the project partners as well as communication of activities and results to
external stakeholders is provided.

2.1.1.1

Project Sharepoint

A
dedicated
MS
Sharepoint
domain
hosted
by
Nokia
France
(https://nokia.sharepoint.com/sites/NGPaaS) enables a common repository for all the partners to
contribute and access meeting agendas, meeting minutes, and material documents/folders in a
scalable and practical way.

Figure 2- 1: NGPaaS MS Share repository.
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Wiki

Within that Share Repository, an internal Wiki has been created as a source to keep different
documentation and allow for dynamic development and tracking discussion history. This has been
very useful during the architectural and specification stage of the NGPaaS architecture and as a
source for material for the corresponding deliverables.

Figure 2- 2 : NGPaaS Wiki

2.1.1.3

Mailing Lists

Also hosted by Nokia Bell-Labs France, difference mailing lists, per Work Package as well as a
generic one and another dedicated to the project management team, allowed to split email
discussion and communications accordingly within the specific work realms.
Table 2- 1 : Addresses to NGPaaS mailing lists.

ngpaas-all@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp1@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp2@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp3@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp4@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp5@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp6@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-wp7@LIST.NOKIA.COM
ngpaas-pmt@LIST.NOKIA.COM

2.1.1.4

Slack Channels

To speed up and allow for a more flexible communication during the prototyping and integration
work in WP5 and WP6, different (private) slack channels (https://ngpaas.slack.com/) have been
used for communication – coordination among the different distributed technical team members.

© NGPaaS 2018
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Figure 2- 3: Excerpt of developers’ conversation in an NGPaaS slack channel

Communication to the general public
In the next section, the main dissemination activities carried out since the beginning of the project
for the general public will be listed and detailed. These activities included: the project’s website
(http://ngpaas.eu), which acts as a central point of contact with the general public; social media
channels, where NGPaaS can directly talk to interested parties, promote its events, and interact
other 5G projects; press releases, used by the individual partners to promote their activities within
the projects.

2.1.2.1

Public website

The project web site is accessible via http://ngpaas.eu . It provides an overview on the project, its
objectives/impact/use-cases, its dissemination channels and contributions to standardization
bodies as well as presenting the latest news and upcoming events.

Figure 2- 4 : NGPaaS Web Site
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The website has the following main pages: Home, About NGPaaS, Project outcomes (e.g.
public deliverables, publications), News, Links (e.g. to 5G-PPP and H2020 websites), and
Contact Us. The navigation menu appears at the top of each page and makes it easy for visitors
to find the information. Some of the items in the navigation menu have submenus which are
visible when hovering over with a cursor.
Here an example depicts the latest news of the project:

Figure 2- 5 : NGPaaS Web Site, News page

The web site audience is monitored thanks to Google Analytics. It allows monitoring the NGPaaS
website audience versus time, location and visitors’ behaviour.

2.1.2.2

Google Analytics Overview

The NGPaaS web site shows the following main access data since the activation of the analytics
on the website in September 2017:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N. of Session: 1500
N. of Users: ~900
Page Views: 4,600
Page/Session: 2,32
Average session Duration: 2 min 46 sec
Bounce Rate: 54%
% New Visitor: 89,1%
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Figure 2- 6 : Audience General Overview

It is important to notice from Figure 2- 6, that each time NGPaaS is participating in an event, the
audience rate is increased. The pic observed in February is due to the participation of the project
in Mobile Wireless Congress 2018 (MWC). The pic observed in mid of March is due to the
participation of the project in the industrial event International Wireless Industry Consortium
(IWPC) in Oxford. The event has been hosted by Vodafone.
We expect that these statistics will be increased in the next period where the project expect to
attend a set of events: EUCNC 2018, ICT 2018, IEEE 5G WF 2018, etc.
2.1.2.2.1

New vs Returning

Concerning the Audience, we can see in Figure 2- 7, that ~60 % of users are New Visitors. In the
figure below, we can see that Returning Visitors performed in the last period with a Bounce Rate
of 58% and an Average Session Duration about 3.37 minutes. These statistics demonstrate the
interest of users to see our latest achievements and updates. The average session duration show
the quality of the content disseminated on the website.

Figure 2- 7 : New Visitors and Returning Visitors

2.1.2.2.2

Active Users

Figure 2- 8 shows the number of Active Users per period. “Active Users” means the number of
unique users who visited the website in the last 1 day – 30 days in the selected period. In this case,
since the creation of the web site.
© NGPaaS 2018
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•
•
•

1 day: 10 users
7 days: 33 users
14 days: 54 users

Figure 2- 8 : Number of unique users per n. of days

2.1.2.2.3

Location

The figure below shows an Analytics map about the number of accesses from different countries.

Figure 2- 9 : World Map of Users

Figure 2- 10 reports the number of access for the top 10 countries. We can see a relevant number
of accesses from UK, Italy, and France but also from countries not represented by project partners,
such United States, Greece.
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Figure 2- 10 : Number of Session per Countries

2.1.2.2.4

Page Business Performance Efficiency

Figure 2- 11 below lists pages with the best performing contents. It is clear that the events
organized by NGPaaS attract a lot of attention and interest.

Figure 2- 11 : Best Performing Contents

2.1.2.3

Twitter Account

As the project’s window to the so-called social media, the project maintains a Twitter account
(https://twitter.com/NGPaaS_5GPPP) to communicate events, results, etc in relation to NGPaaS
© NGPaaS 2018
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activities. Although the channel was created at the early stages of the project, it has been rather
idle during the summer-winter 2017, as there was no “production-results” yet from the project.
As a result mainly “retweets” were published. The situation has changed since Spring 2018, when
the availability of results grounded the participation of the NGPaaS consortium in different
events, publication of results, etc.
In terms of followers, NGPaaS has more than 100 followers, including many professionals,
research projects, companies and 5G news accounts. Furthermore, Tweets from other 5G PPP
projects are re-tweeted to announce them to a wider community. For this purpose, NGPaaS
follows 19 Twitter accounts, mostly 5G-PPP and 5G projects.

Figure 2- 12 : NGPaaS Twitter Wall

2.1.2.4

Brochure / Leaftlets

As an easy “take-home” communication from NGPaaS an initial brochure of the project was
produced by the summer of 2017, which allowed offering it within different events the NGPaaS
partners have participated during the reporting period.

Figure 2- 13 : NGPaaS initial leaflet.
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A new brochure was produced as well in January 2018, to be used for communication about the
project during the Mobile World Congress and the different forthcoming events, such as EUCNC
2018 and IEEE 5G WF.

Figure 2- 14 : NGPaaS new brochure.

This latest version of the brochure is as well available in the project’s web page at
http://ngpaas.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Brochure-MWC-2018-V3.pdf .

2.1.2.5

Video/Youtube

A video of the NGPaaS project was produced for display during the Mobile World Congress
2018, within the EU 5G PPP booth. This video was also uploaded into a dedicated NGPaaS
channel in Youtube and it is available for the public at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIYfh1BCAQ (The video is soundless as per 5G PPP requirements).
The Youtube channel will be used to publish our demos and realizations.

Figure 2- 15 : Capture of NGPaaS Youtube video.

2.1.2.6

Press releases

Similar to the announcements in social media, press releases have been issued by NGPaaS
partners to inform the general public about the NGPaaS research activities and to announce
opportunities to learn about NGPaaS achievements.
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Several press releases issued at the start of the NGPaaS project inform about the NGPaaS project
and the research interests of the authoring partners:
•

•
•
•

Nokia announced the project start with a press release in August 2017, describing the
cornerstones of the project objectives and timeline. This press release gained quite some
attention and was cited in a number of international tech news sites and blogs. The
original
press
release
is
available
at
https://www.nokia.com/en_int/news/releases/2017/08/09/nokia-bell-labs-leads-projectto-develop-next-generation-5g-platform-as-a-service-for-5g-era
VOSYS
posted
the
launch
of
NGPaaS
on
their
website:
http://www.virtualopensystems.com/en/research/innovation-projects/h2020-5g-ngpaas/
B-COM published the project on their website: https://b-com.com/fr/institut/galaxiebcom/ngpaas
Vertical M2M posted their participation and the Kick-Off of NGPaaS:
http://www.vertical-m2m.com/fr/ng-paas-5g-project

Evaluation and impact
In this section, an overall evaluation of the communication activities to the general public
conducted in this first phase of the project is provided.
The most easily accessible dissemination tools of NGPaaS are the public website and its social
media channels. They are all globally accessible with up-to-date information about the project in
English. Their setup was successful, and as the view counts given in the last section have
indicated, there was clear interest on their content.
The contact form available on the website allows us to receive a set of invitation to participate in
industrial conferences, like the recent one received from The International CAEE Conference
[ICAC] , which reflects the interest on the project goals.
When it comes to the cooperation with independent media, the project started with a strong
showing, with many partners putting out press releases announcing their involvement in the
project (NOKIA, VOSYS, B-COM). In this point, the goal for the future would be to maintain a
growing public interest by issuing articles on technology channels like SDxCentral [SDxC].
Many of the partners in the NGPaaS consortium had discussions with representatives from
vertical industries. These discussions built on direct, bilateral contacts and in this sense, were not
“official” NGPaaS activities. Improved efficiency and outreach to a wider audience in the vertical
industries, as well as seek for contacts in industry organizations and presence at industrial
workshops beyond MWC will be further intensified. Events specifically focused in certain vertical
industries, like webinars or web conferences, may therefore be organized.

2.2

Dissemination

Internal reports, as well as report type deliverables of the project, are included in this reporting.
Although not of all them are of Public character, they serve also an internal dissemination purpose
within the consortium, besides the basic design and alignment inherent purposes.
Dissemination activities have focused on creating awareness about the project activities and its
results during the period in different technical and professional fora and publications.
A total of 418 events (conferences, workshops, panels) proposals have been tracked during the
period, by collecting relevant possibilities in a document accessible to all the partners. This is an
average of 34,8/month. An extract of this document appears in Figure 2- 16. This allowed
tracking, targeting and planning likely submissions towards NGPaaS participation.
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Figure 2- 16 : Capture of NGPaaS dissemination tracking document.

From those events tracked, NGPaaS has targeted during the reporting period 29, by submitting
proposals for peer review / approval. This is an average of 2,4 / month, in the reporting period.
Out of them, 21 (72%) have been successfully accepted/approved as detailed in the account that
follows.

Deliverables and Internal Reports
During the reporting period, 8 Internal Reports and full 5 Deliverables have been produced,
covering the major analysis of state of the art, demonstration cases specification, architectural
design and early prototype implementations.
Table 2- 2: Reports and Deliverables, in the reporting period.
No

Name

WP

DL1

Actual /
Forecast
delivery
date
(Project
Month)

IR1.1

Public introduction of the project incl.
website, project management handbook
Next Generation PaaS: use cases and
design principles
Draft version of the new Dev-ForOperations model
First report on Virtualisation
Framework
Initial design of orchestration and
control framework
Initial design of operational framework
Scenarios description and technology
modules identification
Initial platform setup and selection of
NGPaaS use-cases

1

CO

M3

2

CO

M6

3

CO

M6

4

CO

M7

4

CO

M7

4
5

CO
CO

M7
M9

6

CO

M9

IR2.1
IR3.1
IR4.1
IR4.2
IR4.3
IR5.1
IR6.1

1

Dissemination Level
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D3.1
D2.1
D4.1
D7.1
D7.3

Initial Dev-For-Operations Model
specification
Baseline Next Generation PaaS: usecases, architecture and interfaces
Telco-grade PaaS: First results and
implementation
First report on Communication,
Dissemination and Exploitation Plan
First report on innovation and
exploitation actions

3

PU

M12

2

PU

M12

4

PU

M12

7

PU

M12

7

CO

M12

Technical / Scientific publications
A total of 22 technical / scientific publications have been produced in the reporting period, out of
which 19 (86%) have been accepted, after external peer review processes, and already published
or in the process of being published. A detail of them appears below.
Table 2- 3 : Technical / Scientific publication production.
No.

Title

Main
author

1

NGPaaS: Next Generation Platform as a
Service

B. Sayadi

EUCNC 2017

2

Next Generation PaaS for the 5G era

B. Sayadi

ISSRE 2017

3

Introducing Development Features for
Virtualized Network Services

S. Van Rossem

IEEE ComSoc
Magazine
(Open Call)

IEEE

4

Cloud RAN architecture for Smart Cities

I. Latif

AUEIRC
2017

Springer

UAE

2017

5

A Vision for the Next Generation Platformas-a-Service

S. Van Rossem

IEEE WF-5G
2018

IEEE

USA

Accepted
(2018)

6

Localizing Faults in Cloud Systems

L. Mariani

IEEE
2018

IEEE

Sweden

2018

7

Learning
Software
Installation Attempts

R. Ben-Basat

TACAS 2018

ETAPS

Greece

Rejected

8

Network Functions Virtualisation: A
Carrier’s Perspective on State-of-Play &
Future Challenges

P. Veitch

Journal of the
Itte.
Of
Telecom
Professionals

ITP

UK

2017

9

A Novel Algorithm for Flow-Rule Placement
in SDN Switches

A. Mimidis

IEEE
NETSOFT
2018

IEEE

Canada

Accepted
(2018)

10

5G: platform and not a protocol

B. Sayadi

IEEE
Softwarizatio
n Newsletter

IEEE

USA

2018

11

FPGA based system for the acceleration of
Cloud Microservices

J. Lallet

IEEE BMSB
18

IEEE

Spain

Accepted
(2018)

12

FPGA VirtManager: A Virtualization
Framework for Orchestrated FPGA
Accelerator Sharing in 5G Cloud
Environments

S. Pinneterre

IEEE BMSB
18

IEEE

Spain

Accepted
(2018)
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Oulu, FI

2017

Lyon, FR
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(2018)
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13

A Safe Graphics Rendering Solution for
Consolidated Operating systems”

A. Mouzakitis

ICONS 18

IARIA

Greece

2018

14

The Next Generation Platform as a ServiceCloudifying Service deployments in TelcoOperator infrastructure.

A. Mimidis

ICT 18

IEEE

France

Accepted
(2018)

15

A. Shatnawi et al., A Model-Driven
Approach to Watch the Health of Cloud
Services

A. Shatnawi

SoHeal 18

IEEE

Sweden

2018

16

Policy Framework for the Next Generation
Platform as a Service

A. Mimidis

EuCNC 18

EuCNC/IE
EE

Slovenia

Accepted
(2018)

17

Re-Factored Operational Support Systems for
the Next Generation Platform as a Service

P. Veitch

EuCNC 18

EuCNC/IE
EE

Slovenia

Rejected

18

Dev-for-Operations
and
Multi-Sided
Platform for Next Generation Platform as a
Service

B. Berde

EuCNC 18

EuCNC/IE
EE

Slovenia

Accepted
(2018)

19

A Performance Benchmarking Analysis of
Hypervisors Containers and Unikernels on
ARMv8 and X86 CPUs

A. Acharya

EuCNC 18

EuCNC/IE
EE

Slovenia

Accepted
(2018)

21

Accelerating VM Placement with Adaptive
Caching"

G. Einziger

ICCCN'18

ICCCN'18

China

Accepted
(2018)

22

Re-Factored Operational Support Systems for
the Next Generation Platform as a Service.

P. Veitch

IEEE 5G-WF

IEEE

USA

Accepted
(2018)

As it can be seen there, NGPaaS has been represented already in recognized – well known
publication fora. Furthermore, these publications have been or are being made available through
the conference / editors web sites as well as through some of the NGPaaS partner’s websites,
where they are publicly available as Open Access (i.e. associated with major Open Access search
engines, in the case of the academic partners). Google scholar links will be available as well on
the website, to allow access to the different publications.

Workshop & Panel proposals
Likewise NGPaaS has been active in proposing technical activities around the topics NGPaaS is
dealing with. As such, a number of Workshops and Panels have been proposed from the
consortium and within the umbrella of other major events as described in the following table:
Table 2- 4 : Workshops & Pannels
No.

Type and
name of
activity

Title of contribution

Date

Place

1

Panel

“Recent trends for Acceleration &
Securing Cloud Native 5G” Proposal submitted and accepted by
IEEE WCNC 18. Completed in in
April 2018.

Novemb
er 2017

Barcelo
na, ES

Industry, Scientific
community

2

Workshop

“Accelerating
Microservices.
Design & Development” - Proposal
submitted and accepted by IEEE
BMSB to be held in June 2018.

October
2017

ES,
Valenci
a

Industry, Scientific
community
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3

Workshop

“Cloud-Native 5G” - Proposal
submitted and accepted by IEEE 5G
World Forum (WF-5G), to be held in
July 2018.

Novemb
er 2017

Santa
Clara,
US

Industry, Scientific
community

4

Workshop

From cloud ready to cloud native
transformation: What it means and
Why it matters

June
2018

Slovenia

Industry, Scientific
community

2.2.3.1

Panel at IEEE WCNC 18

The panel ‘5G, a Platform and not a Protocol? On Recent Trends for Accelerating and Securing
Cloud Native 5G’ was organized in IEEE WCNC 2018, in Barcelona, Spain.
NGPaaS brought an opportunity to the WCNC audience to share views on the cloud native 5G
mega trend. It addressed the acceleration of microservices using FPGA (Virtual Open System
FR, Intel US), as Cloud Security issues and countermeasures (HBK University, QA) with a state
of the art on the edge around the Quantum computing and the Post Quantum Security program
of IBM Research (IBM Research, IL). The attendance was on the rise (the audience reached the
number of 50 attendees) and the panel very much appreciated.
Organizers (NGPaaS):
•
•

Bessem Sayadi, Nokia Bell-Labs, France
Amira Alloum, Nokia Bell Labs, France

Panelists:
•
•
•
•

Liu Song, INTEL, USA,
Michele Paolino, Virtual Open Systems (NGPaaS)
Yehuda Naveh, IBM Research, Israel,
Roberto Di Pietro, HBKU College, Qatar

Description:
With the promise of offering ultra-reliable, low-latency communications, high speed, 5G is
expected to introduce a golden digital age of remote healthcare, autonomous cars and advanced
robotics use-cases. It heralds an explosion of augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) applications
and accelerates the already rapid growth of the Internet of Things (IoT). But today’s mobile
networks are not set up in a way that can handle 5G requirements without needing extensive overengineering. To make 5G possible, they’ll need to borrow principles of the more scalable, flexible
networks that deliver cloud-based services from IT companies like Amazon and Google.
This transformation is called cloud native. For realizing this vision, another model than
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) must be adopted, a model derived from the cloud service
providers themselves, a model made by the developers for the developers, and known as the
Platform-As-A-Service (PaaS) concept.
One of the requirements to build a PaaS is to adopt the micro-service based architecture. The
micro-service approach allows simplifying complicated software systems by breaking them into
sub-components and distributing these components across many computing servers. In this
approach, an application consists of many small independent services, each service is running on
its own independent process.
The introduction of micro-services in cloud infrastructure provides modularity, flexibility and
distributed software components, but raise new challenges related mainly on their ability to
address the stringent requirements of 5G in terms of latency, high reliability and high resiliency
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and also to the security aspect which is much more complex, due to the explosion of microservices number and as consequence the increase of the attack surface.
For the first part, the panel will discuss how microservices can address the Telco-grade feature of
5G PaaS? How they should be virtualized and deployed? How they should be accelerated? What
kind of isolation should be put in place to enable microservices support end to end network slicing
together with safety critical related verticals (e.g., energy, automotive)?
The second part of the panel will discuss the cloud security which should be designed side-byside to the technological evolution of the platform. In fact, 5G raise many security challenges, as
a significant amount of sensitive data would be communicated over the wireless media, then often
stored and processed as a service by the cloud operator’s data centers using the PaaS. Hence, data
privacy is being a growing concern for all Telecommunication parties (Telecom and cloud
operators, service providers, constructors, corporate clients and private users), and the need for
software privacy and security solutions inherent to the cloud service is increasing. So far, practical
systems have considered a security agnostic to the transmission system, however numerous
theoretical insights back to C.E. Shannon have established that fundamentally secure transmission
is attainable by jointly design the reliability with the security. Additionally, achieving information
theoretical security using coding constructions in wiretap models is considered as one of major
alternatives for facing the security challenges of the post quantum era after the collapse of the
contemporary protocols and cryptography algorithms based on computational complexity as
factorization and discrete logarithm problems. Accordingly it is critical to pave the way for the
coming post quantum cloud security, by providing further understanding and insight into the
technical challenges to come, as into the recent research avenues that need to progress in this
area.
This panel will be a brainstorming on identification of emerging concepts, technologies, and tools
for accelerating and securing microservices for cloud-native 5G system. The aim is to:
•
•
•
•

bring together leading researchers from both academia and industry,
provide a forum for researchers from diverse backgrounds to share their views on design
and development of microservices-based cloud-native 5G system,
launch an open dialogue on the acceleration and security in microservice architecture,
identify key cloud-native enablers and technologies that can deliver significant
performance, capacity, coverage, and user-experience improvements in future highperformance microservice development and operational environments.

Establish an Insight from research and industrial perspective into the coming post quantum
security Algorithms and Protocols.
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Figure 2- 17 : Discussion during the IEEE WCNC NGPaaS-arranged Panel

2.2.3.2

Workshop at IEEE BMSB 18

NGPaaS has managed the call for papers and organization of a workshop at the IEEE International
Symposium on Broadband Multimedia Systems and Broadcasting, to be held on June 6th – 8th,
2018, Valencia, Spain.
Scope and Motivation:
Transforming 5G network infrastructure, services, and operations to cloud-native refers to a
distributed application designed, implemented, and operated using cloud computing principles,
technologies, and architecture frameworks. When a distributed application is formed by a network
of interoperating microservices, the architecture is called microservice-based. Providing
flexibility, modularity, and evolution, microservices emphasize the design, the development, the
loose coupling, and the high cohesion of the different parts, all allowing to make each stage of
delivery pipeline automatic. The decentralization aspects of microservices and the high degrees
of their independence represent a natural use case for acceleration techniques in microservices
design as part of the delivery pipelines.
The workshop will be a brainstorming on and an identification of emerging concepts,
technologies, and tools for accelerating microservices for cloud-native 5G system. The aim is to
bring together leading researchers in both academia and industry, and to provide a forum for
researchers from diverse backgrounds to share their views on design and development of
microservices-based cloud-native 5G system and applications, and to have an open dialogue on
the delivery pipeline and its acceleration research. The goal is to identify key cloud-native
enablers and technologies that can deliver significant performance, capacity, coverage, and userexperience improvements in future high performance microservice development and operational
environments.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud-native microservice architectures including RAN, CORE, xHaul,
Applications.
Hardware acceleration and abstraction.
Re-programmable infrastructures.
Automation and verification.
Resource orchestration.
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•

2.2.3.3

High performance development and operational environments with simplified
and accelerated production.

Workshop at EuCNC 2018

This open workshop, ‘From cloud ready to cloud native transformation: What it means and Why
it matters’ aims at reinforcing the European research ecosystem by strengthening the liaison
between the participating projects, facilitating the exchange of ideas and helping each research
group to take advantage of the results produced by other projects, improving focus of innovation
and aligning towards common goals and milestones, thus maximizing the overall impact. The
Workshop will promote and stimulate the discussion about development of new research
directions for building a stronger abstraction layer for the cloud, programmable infrastructure,
cognitive management, flexible programmability of 5G networks services, managing application
lifecycle in the cloud, etc
The workshop is endorsed by the Software Networks Working Group of the 5G-PPP (https://5gppp.eu/), and supported by participating projects and partners.
The participants will have the opportunity to exchange ideas, share hands-on experience and
solutions and discuss research results. The workshop will aim in extending collaborations and
paving common exploitation strategies. The structure of the workshop is based on invited
presentation of H2020 projects that operate on the same focus area, followed by breakout sessions
on particular subjects allowing immediate interaction between the delegates and facilitating the
exchange of expertise and best practices in the field.
The workshop will be structured as follows:
• Session 1 (30min)
o Keynote presentation: ‘Softwarization of infrastructures and virtualization:
Challenges, Solutions, and Remaining hurdles from a security perspective’, Marc
Lacoste (ORANGE FR)
o ‘From Webscale to Telco: The Cloud Native journey’, Bessem Sayadi (Nokia
Bell-Labs France, 5GPPP Software Network WG Chair, NGPaaS)
• Session 2 (60 min)
o ‘Future network transformation. 5G cloud architectures’, Marius Iordache,
(ORANGE, RO, SLICENET, 15 min)
o ‘NGPaaS: A cloud native solution’, Bessem Sayadi (Nokia Bell-Labs France,
NGPaaS, 15 min)
o ‘Cloud native for vertical services’, Thomas Deiss (NOKIA, DE, 5GTRANSFORMER, 15 min)
o ‘Separation of concerns among application and network services orchestration in
a 5G ecosystem’, Anastasios Zafeiropoulos, (Ubitech, GR, MATILDA, 20 min)
• Coffee Break
• Session 3 (90 min):
o ‘Platform for 5G services and functions from multiple infrastructure and service
providers’, Dimitrios Gkounis, (University of Bristol, UK, Metro-Haul, 15 min)
o ‘SONATA 4.0 Service Platform experience in ETSI plugtests’, Ricard Vilalta
(CTTC, ES, 5G TANGO), 15 min
o ‘Towards Using FaaS for Network Functions Virtualization’, David Breitgand
(IBM Research-Haifa, IL, 5G-MEDIA, 15 min)
o ‘Roaming solution for multi-domain virtualized environments‘, Luca Cominardi,
(UC3M, ES, 5GEX, 15 min)
o ‘Towards SDN-based resource and mobility management in cloudified RANs’,
Panagiotis Demestichas and Andreas Georgakopoulos, (Incelligent, GR, 5GPHOS, 15 min)
o ‘Microservices cloud native architecture enabling 5G smart energy’, Antonello
Corsi, (ENG, IT, NRG5, 15 min)
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2.2.3.4

Closing panel composed by the panellists and moderated by the Chairs.

Workshop at IEEE 5G World Forum 2018

NGPaaS organized a workshop and call for papers on “Cloud Native 5G Design” in IEEE 5G
World Forum, from 9th to 11th July 2018, Santa Clara USA. For the moment of writing this
document, we are under finalization of the review process of the submitted papers.
Scope and Motivation:
While bare metal deployment of applications seems fraught with problems and risk, the
virtualization revolution, i.e. a layer of abstraction on top of the hardware, is transforming 5G
software in “everything is a service”, that leads the Telco industry to cloud-native architectures.
Cloudification refers to Platform as a Service (PaaS) on top of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
PaaS is a platform that hides infrastructure details – typically IaaS details – from application
development, build, ship, and deployment. PaaS promises to deliver network services and
applications with higher agility and performance through “ancillary services” – scalability, high
availability, state management, controllers, orchestrator… – provided once by the PaaS.
Developers and service providers can therefore concentrate on their applications and businesses
and improve time to market. An ideal 5G PaaS should not only facilitate building, shipping and
running virtual network functions (VNF) with “telco-grade” quality, it should also combine those
VNF with all sorts of third-party applications (from start-ups, FOSS, Verticals…) for creating
new more versatile and powerful cloud objects breaking silos between connectivity and
computing.
As 5G should be designed and implemented to run on public and/or private IaaS installations, the
term “cloud-native 5G” describes the technology transformation that will essentially make 5G a
platform. Suggested topics include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intent based programming
Declarative Models
Service based Architecture for RAN
Platform abstraction and API
Standardised APIs, Models, modeling languages
Carrier-grade PaaS
Open-source software and tools experimentation in cloud-native 5G
Cloud-RAN Architecture, functional aspects, design issues and protocols
Analysis, modelling and characterization of Cloud-RAN systems
Service Programmability and Orchestration
5G testbed implementation and deployment
Virtualization technologies
Software defined hardware accelerators (FPGA, GPU)
New DevOps models with performance and quality enhancements
Distributed management Framework
Multi-service and multi-tenancy and network slicing
High availability (resiliency, self-healing, redundancy)
Technology enablers – Open source and standards (Open Source, ONAP, OPNFV,
ONOS, CORD, Linux Foundation / TMF / ETSI / MEF)
Edge cloud brokers
Design principles and best practices for 5G application development
Analytics based policy
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Automation

The project has invited William Snow, vice president of engineering for the Open Networking
Laboratory (ON.Lab) and responsible for all engineering and operations and leads the teams
providing core engineering to the ONOS and CORD projects, as Keynote. This reflects the solid
work conducted in NGPaaS on CORD.

Demos and booths.
As the project progressed and the design and implementation materialized toward initial
prototypes during Q3 and Q4, NGPaaS submitted proposals for demonstration of these initial
prototypes as well.
Table 2- 5 : Demos & Booths
No.

Title - Type

Event

Location

Date

Status

1

‘Mobile network solution
over hybrid cloudsInfrastructure- Demo & Booth

EuCNC

Ljubljana,
Slovenia

June 2018

Accepted

2

Booth under 5G-IA umbrella
(see section text)

Mobile World
Congress

Barcelona,
Spain

February
2018

Completed

3

Booth & Demo- NGPaaS
Demonstration

Sido IoT Show
Room

Lyon,
France

April 2018

Completed

4

NGPaaS Demostration

5GForum

St.
Clara,
USA

July 2018

Accepted

World

We are pleased to report the warm reception of NGPaaS demos and talks within the hosting events
and the interest they triggered in the audience, of those which have been already celebrated. A
short summary for those already completed follows:

2.2.4.1

Mobile World Congress 2018

The 5G-IA booth in MWC 2018 was located in hall 7, which focused on the research work from
institutes/universities and companies. The brochure and video of NGPaaS project are available
and demonstrated in the 5G-IA booth. The representatives from NGPaaS consortium had several
individual meetings with the following people in MWC 2018 to disseminate the works of NGPaaS
project:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Josep Martrat – ATOS (5G Tango)
Kosta Mogilevych – Waze (Google)
Parwiz Shekalim – Elyonx
Philippe Bertin, Imen Gridabenyahia – Orange
Stephen Gooch, Bin Yang – Wind River (Intel)
Olivier Choisy, Michel Corriou – B-COM

The NGPaaS Project has also been advertised on B-COM booth located also in hall 7 where the
NGPaaS brochure was provided to the visitors.
Additionally, NGPaaS was introduced to other participants in MWC when NGPaaS
representatives visited their booths. This included among others: University of Surrey,
InterDigital, ADVA Optical and Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.
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Figure 2- 18 : 5G IA Booth at MWC 18

Figure 2- 19 : NGPaaS brochures at MWC 18.

2.2.4.2

Sido IoT Showroom

The SIdO (The IoT Showroom) is an event held yearly in Lyon (France), to showcase the latest
trends in the IoT (Internet of Things) domain. VOSYS had a booth shared with VM2M and
presented a demonstrator related to the VOSYS NGPaaS WP5 work that the company is doing in
the direction of the IoT use-case (IoT PaaS). In particular, VOSYS demonstrated a IoT gateway
secured and consolidated using virtualization technologies.
To help clarifying the concepts and to improve the strength of the message delivered to the event
attendees, VOSYS and VM2M showcased NGPaaS specific flyers. The VOSYS demonstrator
had about 30 visitors from different companies (AAM, HPE, ...), research institutes and
universities, their overall reactions was positive, with questions related to virtualization platforms,
security and sensor integration.
Moreover, VOSYS presented its IoT use-cases with two “pitch talks” during the SIdO event, one
related to smart-cities and one related to health-care. These talks were short and focused on the
high-level use-cases and allowed to VOSYS to expose to a wider audience its use-cases and
research axis, including NGPaaS challenges.
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Figure 2- 20 : NGPaaS material and demo elements at Sido IoT 2018

At the time of writing this deliverable (early May 2018), the NGPaaS consortium is heavily
preparing for demonstration of our first integration phase prototypes in EuCNC and 5G-World
Forum, to be held in June and July 2018 respectivelly.

Other dissemination activities
Table 2- 6: Other dissemination activities.
No.

Type and
name of
activity

Main
leader

Title of contribution

Date

Place

1

Presentation/
Talk

NBLF

NGPaaS, a brief introduction

1st June
2017

Brussels

Scientific community,
Industry,

2

Press
Release

NBLF

Nokia Bell Labs leads project to
develop next generation 5G
platform-as-a-service for 5G era

9th
august
2017

Espoo,
FIN

Media, Civil Society

9th
august
2017

Grenobl
e, FRA

Media, Civil Society

Septemb
er 2017,
updated
new
version
on Jan
2018

France

Media, Civil Society,
Industry, Scientific
community

Type of audience

https://www.nokia.com/en_int/news
/releases/2017/08/09/nokia-belllabs-leads-project-to-develop-nextgeneration-5g-platform-as-aservice-for-5g-era
3

Blog
Article/Press
Release

VOSYS

NGPaaS H2020 Research Project to
Address a Reference Stack for
Telco-grade 5G Network
http://www.virtualopensystems.com
/en/research/innovationprojects/h2020-5g-ngpaas/

4

Brochure

NBLF

Revision of 5G-PPP brochure
http://ngpaas.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/02/BrochureMWC-2018-V3.pdf
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5

Initial article
proposaleditors
contacted.

VOSYS

Lightreading

Pending response

6

Initial article
proposaleditors
contacted.

VOSYS

SDXCentral

Pending response

7

Press
Release

VM2M

http://www.verticalm2m.com/fr/ng-paas-5g-project

Septemb
er 2017

France

Media, Civil Society

8

Press
Release/Blog

B-COM

https://bcom.com/fr/institut/galaxiebcom/ngpaas

Septemb
er 2017

France

Media, Civil Society

9

Talk/Present
ation

VOSYS

Automotive Grade Linux All
Members
Meeting
Europe,
https://schd.ws/hosted_files/aglam
meu17/33/AGL_EGVIRT_VOSYS
_Paolino_plans-objectives-2018.pdf

October
2017

German
y

Open Source
Community

10

Talk/Present
ation

NBLF

Micro-Services Architecture: Some
principles

October
2017

France

5G-PPP Software
Network WG,
Industry

11

Talk/Present
ation

NBLF

NGPaaS is invited in the special
session organized in ICIN 2018, by
Orange, on ‘5G, are we on the right
track?‘.

Februar
y 2018

Paris,
FR

Industry, Scientific
community

The talk in entitled: ‘talk on ‘Next
Generation PaaS: putting 5G on the
track’
http://ngpaas.eu/events/icin-2018/
12

Talk/Present
ation

ONAPP/N
ok-IL

Presentation of NGPaaS in MWC
2018

Februar
y 2018

Barcelo
na, ES

Industry, Scientific
community

13

Talk/Present
ation

VOSYS

Automotive Grade Linux All
Members
Meeting
Japan,
https://schd.ws/hosted_files/aglam
mjapan2018/42/VOSYS_AGL_AM
M_Tokyo_2018_02_21.pdf

Febrary
2018

Tokyo,
JPN

Open source
community.

14

Talk/Present
ation

NBLF

Presentation at IWPC 2018. The tile
is: NGPaaS: A 5G cloud native
solution.

March
2018

Oxford,
UK

Industry community

April
2018

EC 5G
PPP

Media, Civil Society,
Industry, Scientific
community

http://www.iwpc.org/workshops/20
18/2018-03-Vodafone/agenda.html
15

Book chapter
/Section
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16

Internal
report

VoSYS

SidO IoT Showroom 2018 report

April
2018

Industry

17

White Paper

BT

NGPaaS Whitepaper for EuCNC
booth and demos: “A Network
Operator’s Perspective on Next
Generation Platform-as-a-Service
(NGPaaS) “

May
2018
(June
2018).
Under
review.

Slovenia
, SVN

Media, Civil Society,
Industry, Scientific
community

18

Networking
Session

VOSYS,
NBLF

"Cloud-native interactive discussion
on cloud-native next generation
PaaS infrastructures" ,
to
understand and challenge users
expectation about cloud native
solutions , the session is conceived
as an open discussion in where the
attendees to EC ICT 2018 expertise
will be leveraged.

May
2018
(Decem
ber
2018).
Under
review.

Vienna,
AUT

Civil Society,
Industry

19

Poster

BT

Poster for Booth and Demos in
EuCNC

May
2018
(June
2018)

Slovenia
, SVN

Media, Civil Society,
Industry, Scientific
community

20

Contribution
to university
course

NOKIL

Undergraduates/graduate course on
“Virtualization
of
cloud
communication services", at the
Communication
System
Engineering department, BenGurion University

MarchJune
2018

Israel

Undergraduates/gradu
ate students

Exploitation

2.3

This section was originally planned to account for the efforts towards the proof of concepts
(PoCs)-short prototypes that have been carried out in the reporting period, together with the
individual per-partner exploitation activities. As previously mentioned this last section on
exploitation activities has been moved to Deliverable D7.3, due to the more restrictive
dissemination level in that document.

Prototypes and PoCs
A diversity of use-cases can be supported easily by following NGPaaS principles and design:
broadband, in-vehicle infotainment, connected healthcare, Industry 4.0, smart cities, IoT, etc. To
illustrate the “build-to-order” principle, three use-cases have been selected as illustrative
Prototypes: one for the Telco, one for the IoT and one mixing components from Telco and IoT.
These use-cases are highly demonstrative of the platform and its advanced capabilities. In
addition, the Dev-for-Operations model is also demonstrated as a Proof of Concept (PoC).

2.3.1.1

Telco PaaS

The Telco PaaS prototype is based on the CORD [CORD] platform, and factored into the NGPaaS
framework by leveraging its modular components. The PoC will also leverage monitoring
capabilities, failure detection, and healing as value-added services through an innovative
framework. The Telco PaaS is designed to provide the services that are delivered by Telco
Providers nowadays, such as wholesale Layer 2 Ethernet connectivity sold to Service Providers
(SPs) to connect their end customers, who have on-premises Physical Network Functions (PNF).
The SPs can on-board and administer VNFs (e.g., vRouter, vFirewall) and other Telco-grade
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value-added services (e.g., Platform and service monitoring). In the context of NGPaaS, a
platform-like “App Store” will be provided to allow the SPs to have a more diverse and richer set
of feature selections.

2.3.1.2

IoT PaaS

The IoT PaaS will match specific requirements for IoT devices, and the IoT BaaS will address
Business Logics related to orchestration of vertical IoT applications, such as Energy,
Transportation, Smartcity, or E- Health. The PoC will rely on the CommonSense IoT platform, a
software product from Vertical M2M, with some architecture changes and additional functions
added to ease its distribution in the overall NGPaaS Cloud- based architecture. A use case called
IoT4Energy has been defined for NGPaaS, where a set of Energy IoT Applications can be
allocated on-demand to customers, allowing enhanced IoT Applications with significant
improvement in end-to-end management and performance of all the IoT resources.

2.3.1.3

5G PaaS

For the 5G PaaS, the main objective is to demonstrate how we can combine components from
Telco (vendor, operator) and the IoT in one PaaS instance. The most fit use case for the 5G PaaS
is the Mission Critical Push to Talk (MCPTT). During an emergency operation, a private network
is deployed in the needed area to connect the different teams between them. Firemen are equipped
with awareness and communication apps to help them in their rescue mission. In MCPTT, we
deploy the RAN and the Core network, disaggregated into microservices. All the workloads will
be deployed on a refactored Kubernetes platform having carrier-grade capabilities and deployed
on hybrid cloud infrastructure.

2.3.1.4

Dev-for-Operations

The PoC of Dev-for-Operations demonstrates the most important capabilities on the basis of three
Software Vendors and a couple of Vertical Service Providers using the NGPaaS Platform to
deploy their services. This PoC requires a representative set of actors and roles in order to
demonstrate the model. An NGPaaS Operator and some End Users are required, as well as a
number of Software Vendors and Vertical Service Providers. For this PoC, we assume two
Vertical Service Providers requesting the NGPaaS Operator to deploy two different use cases,
namely IoT and 5G use cases. To this end, we assume the operator is hiring the services of three
different vendors: two of them to jointly implement the 5G Use Case and the third one to
implement the IoT Use Case. Different cases with different number of vendors are used to
demonstrate the basic Dev-for-Operations functionalities and the more complex scenario
requiring the integration of different components developed by different vendors.
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3 Task 7.2 Standardization & Open Source
Contributions.
The NGPaaS consortium considers standardization and open source contributions as pivotal
activities to increase the impact of the project. In this section, the partners’ activities in these areas
are reported.

Standardization

3.1

There has been activity during the period and representative partners have participated in different
fora, contributing to the discussion. It is expected that, the analysis and results of the initial
integration of prototypes, will allow increasing this in the following reporting period. In the
following table the contributions of NGPaaS are displayed:
Table 3- 1: Contributions to standardization bodies
Partner

Standardisation
Body

Date and
Place

Status2

NBLF

ETSI

30
Aug
2017

Accepted

DGR/NFV-IFA029, PaaS with
capability supporting container
service

NBLF

ETSI

30
Aug
2017

Accepted

Internet Draft Network Slicing
Management and Orchestration
(https://tools.ietf.org/html/draftflinck-slicing-management-00 )

NBLF

IETF

July 2017

Submitted

Title

DGR/NFV-IFA029,
Adding
container
infrastructure
management to appendix

Open Source Contributions

3.2

OpenCORD
3.2.1.1

VTN Application

During the initial prototyping of the Telco PaaS (T5.1 of the NGPaaS project), a bug was
identified that was related to IP addressing allocation to the VMs hosting the VNFs. In
OpenCORD VMs are allocated IP addresses through the DHCP protocol, but instead of using a
dedicated DHCP server, an ONOS application is used instead. This application (VTN), is hosted
within one of the two ONOS controllers of CORD and specifically within the controller
responsible for the virtual networking amongst VMs in the compute node (ONOS-VTN). The bug
was related to the implementation of the DHCP service within the VTN app, which did not
correctly honour the broadcast flag in the DHCP DISCOVER message when replying with a
DHCP OFFER message as per RFC-2131( https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2131.txt ). This resulted in
the DHCP OFFER being sent back to a unicast IP and MAC address instead of broadcast address,

2

Submitted, Presented, Accepted
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which was then dropped by the Cisco CSR-1000v VNF. This is due to the separation between the
data and the control plane in the Cisco VNF, whereby any packet with a unicast address not
destined to a local interface is routed as transit traffic instead of being punted to the correct
daemon for processing.
After the bug was identified, the VTN application of ONOS was edited to remedy the problem.
The fix was then validated and submitted by BT and DTU partners to the CORD code base for
review. After addressing some comments from the CORD developers related to code formatting,
the fix was accepted and added to the master branch of the CORD code base. Both the proposed
fix and the review process are available here: https://gerrit.opencord.org/#/c/9007/

3.2.1.2

VIM adaptation layer

Currently CORD [CORD] is a monolithic product tightly integrated with OpenStack [OStack] as
the underlying Virtual Infraestructure manager (VIM) provider. Within the reporting period, an
initial proposal was communicated by DTU to the OpenCORD project to define an adaptation
layer between CORD's XOS and the underlying VIM, so that different VIMs could be plugged
in. The proposal was welcomed by OpenCORD and work towards its realization started in
February 2018. An analysis of all interactions within CORD towards the VIM has been carried
out with the purpose of defining an API that serves as initial step for the implementation of the
mentioned adaptation layer. This initial analysis and definition work is expected to conclude in
July 2018, but since the work carried our belongs to the reporting period, it is included here as
well.

OSM
Open Source Mano [OSMANO] is an ETSI-hosted project that has developed an open source
NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO) software stack aligned with ETSI NFV
specification [NFV]. The baseline implementation took as references RIFT.ware [RIFT],
OpenMANO [OMANO] and Juju [JUJU] which were provided by RIFT.io, Telefonica and
Canonical respectively. This project’s first release was in May 2016. The latest one (third)
[OSM3] was released in October 2017 with incremental additions with respect to the two other
releases.
The ATOS group working in NGPaaS project became participant of OSM in May’17 [OSMM] ;
since then ATOS has been following the OSM work participating in the periodic teleconferences
and several physical meetings focused on technical discussions and plans for the evolvement of
OSM.
Based on the current available version (release 3) [OSM3WP], ATOS is working in the analysis
of gaps in OSM towards NGPaaS required features as it has been reported so far in D4.1 [D41].
Those gaps and therefore already identified as potential contributions from NGPaaS towards
OSM which can be split in three main topics:
1. Cloud native approach and support of containers
Following ETSI NFV architecture specification [ENFV], OSM works at this stage only with
virtual machines and does not support containers or cloud-native management approach to deploy
the VNFs or NSs; something that is expected to improve automation and self-healing capabilities.
Recent work on ETSI NFV is moving towards the cloud native approach specification, but this is
still in its very early stage [ODL].
2. SDN Control framework and networking
Based on the gaps analysis done in D4.1, it has been found out also there are still some room for
improvements in the state of the art related with networking issues in NFV. OSM release 3 works
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with OpendayLight [ODL] and ONOS [ONOS], but still the following features are expected to
be improved as part of NGPaaS project:
-

-

SDN controller agnostic integration. Currently Service Function Chaining (SFC) as part
of OSM Network Service Descriptors needs to include specific information depending
on the specific type of SDNC that is working with.
SFC scaling is presenting some functional issues.
Automatic triggering of scaling actions based on networking monitoring coming from the
SDN controller (latency, network congestion, etc).

3. Enhanced Monitoring towards closing the loop for automatic scaling.
Currently OSM supports scaling triggered manually. Work done within NGPaaS in relation to
self-healing mechanisms and the enhanced specific NGPaaS monitoring framework is expected
that can be a good input towards OSM so as to increase automation as path for zero-touch
orchestration.
Next physical meeting of OSM will be in June’18, when NGPaaS WP4 results might not be
mature enough yet, but some inputs could be ready for the following OSM meeting according to
NGPaaS timeline.

Automotive Grade Linux
Automotive is today considered one of the most important 5G verticals for its potential impact on
the EU citizens life. Software Defined connected vehicles are in fact able support autonomous
driving, over the air automotive software updates and third party applications.
VOSYS is working to bring software defined connected vehicles in Automotive Grade Linux
(AGL), the worldwide open source community hosted by the Linux Foundation whose members
are companies like Toyota, Daimler, Amazon, Renesas, Denso, etc.. To achieve this goal, the first
step is to bring virtualization inside the vehicle itself, in a way that multiple applications can run
simultaneously and isolated in a secure way.
With this objective in mind VOSYS is leading and coordinating the activities of the AGL
Virtualization Expert Group (EG-VIRT), a group of community experts aiming at bringing open
source virtualization in production road vehicles. This work resulted in the following NGPaaS
dissemination activities:
•
•

Two presentations at the AGL All Members Meetings in Europe (Dresen, October 2017)
and Japan (Tokyo, February 2018). Links available in this document section 2.2.5
A white paper, edited in the context of the NGPaaS Innovation Management, entitled
“The Automotive Grade Linux Software Defined Connected Car Architecture” that will
be released by Linux Foundation with a worldwide press release in the context of the
Automotive Linux Summit event in June 2018.

Open Air Interface
As part of the Cloud RAN research, Nokia BLF is using the OpenAirInterface
(www.openairinterface.org) software which is an open source platform implementing a standardlike LTE protocol stack of the radio interface between a MN (Mobile Node), also referred as UE
(User Equipment), and a Base Station (eNodeB). The MN and eNodeB code is implemented on
PC platforms running Linux. All the processing of the LTE physical layer is done in software on
the PC. New 5G features start to be supported like a new waveform Filtered OFDM. Thanks to
this software capability, Nokia BLF selected the choice to use OAI for Cloud RAN research
facilitating the virtualisation and the cloudification work.
Nokia BLF is working on splitting the OAI into a set of functions following a split design (PHYPHY, PHY-MAC, RLC-PDCP). This split is the cornerstone cloud RAN facilitating the shift of
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functions from the cloud to the remote antenna and vice-versa according to the service
requirements.
Aware that the 5G ecosystem is moving very fast, Nokia BLF joined recently the OAI alliance
which aims to provide a similar ecosystem for the core (EPC) and access-network (EUTRAN) of
3GPP cellular systems with the possibility of interoperating with closed-source equipment in
either portion of the network. In the context of the evolutionary path towards 5G, there is clearly
the need for open-source tools to ensure a common R&D and prototyping framework for rapid
proof-of-concept designs.

3.2.4.1

OAI/Code contributions:

During the last period, Nokia BLF worked on bug fixing and improving the functions library.
- Configuration procedure enhancements: bug fixing accepted in Nov 2017. The current
configuration of Open Air Interface (OAI) is using libconfig and is managed by each OAI
component. Each OAI module needing configuration parameters is using libconfig APIs.
This part is re-written by developing a configuration module, which will perform the
libconfig calls and offer higher level APIs to the OAI modules.
- Improvement in the user interface (telnet server): code contribution, accepted in Oct
2017. It includes a light debugging and monitoring tool in OAI.
- OAI functions in shared library: accepted in Nov 2017. The contribution is related to OAI
modularity enhancement. It allows an easy replacement of the specified functions by
Nokia proprietary versions. The first targeted functions are the turbo decoder/encoder,
the scheduler, the FFT/IFFT.
- Multi-UE support: Bug fixing submitted in Dec 2017
- L1 threads managements: Bug fixing accepted in Jan 2018.
- Nokia BLF participate in the evaluation and the test campaign related to NB-IoT feature
of OAI. The campaign is still on-going.
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4 Task 7.3 Activities and Impact within 5G-PPP
This section reports on the activities of NGPaaS in different groups within the 5G PPP.

4.1

5G-PPP Steering Board

NGPaaS actively participates in the SB activities through the project coordinator, regularly
joining virtual and physical meetings. In general, the main activities with NGPaaS contributions
are i) 5G-PPP Software Network Working Group (Chaired by NGPaaS) reporting, and
coordination with other WG, ii) planning and contributions of 5G-PPP projects to events (e.g.,
Mobile World Congress, EuCNC, ICT etc.) and further joint dissemination activities, and iii) the
interworking / coordination between Phase 1 / Phase 2 projects. A typical example for this is the
cartography of the technology transferred from Phase 1 to Phase 2 organized by the Software
Network
WG
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1C9VjALm2cnTOLOem6yruTYKPgr5_Q9r0gtmRQhSyU0/edit?usp=sharing).

4.2

5G-PPP Technology Board

NGPaaS is actively participating in the communication and joint-dissemination activities in the
5G-PPP Technology Board (TB) via regular conference calls and also face-to-face meetings. The
recent activities where NGPaaS was involved include the inputs of Vertical Cartography, where
NGPaaS prototypes Mission Critical Push to Talk (MCPTT) and IoT4Energy are provided, and
European 5G Annual Journal 2018, which highlights the vision and achievements of NGPaaS and
will be published and available to the broad public and various stakeholders. NGPaaS is currently
working on identifying and defining the project’s performance KPIs including the details about
how to measure the KPIs in the project prototypes and PoCs. The performance KPIs from all the
5G-PPP projects are collected and analyzed by clustering them and mapping to the KPIs defined
by the 5G-PPP in 2013. Three key technical achievements from NGPaaS will also be captured
and provided to the TB in the second half of NGPaaS project to form the Golden Nuggets of Phase
2 projects.

4.3

5G-PPP Architecture WG

With the aim of consolidating the outcome of the 5G-PPP projects into an overall architecture
vision and responding to the diverse requirements of 5G use cases and services, the 5G
Architecture Working Group has been active since the start of the 5G-PPP initiative. NGPaaS as
one of the Phase 2 projects is actively participating in the Architecture WG to be aligned with the
key design recommendations identified by the Phase 1 projects towards the 5G architecture
design.
The Architecture WG has bi-weekly conference calls to give each project the opportunity to
present their architecture design, which facilitates the full synchronization between 5G-PPP
projects to accelerate further development.
NGPaaS is active in directing the work toward the PaaS model, as the right model to adopt. In
that area, the WG plans to organize a special session in EUCNC 2018 in which BT (Paul Veitch)
will participate and will give a pitch as an operator, highlighting the NGPaaS vision and the latest
achievements.
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5G-PPP Automotive WG

NGPaaS is considering Automotive as an important 5G vertical, and is contributing actively to
the newly created 5G Automotive WG since the very beginning. In fact, VOSYS and NBLF have
contributed to the first white paper draft of this WG with the concept of Vehicle as Infrastructure
(VAI). Released at MWC 2018 and entitled ‘A study on 5G V2X Deployment’, these NGPaaS
partners contributed in Section 2, by describing the different stakeholders in the automotive
business case and by proposing the vehicle as infrastructure business model described in section
2.2. Three business models in that area are described. A Press release from 5G-IA has been
prepared for MWC 2018 related to the white paper release. To reinforce the impact of NGPaaS
in the automotive WG, Michele Paolino is nominated co-chair the WG with Mikael Fallgren
from Ericsson. This candidature aims to enlarge the impact of the project NGPaaS. In this WG,
Nokia Bell-Labs France and VOSYS, are advancing the vision that cars are datacenter on wheels.
To corroborate this view, representatives from Andreessen Horowitz (also called a16z), a private
American venture capital firm, said recently: ‘think about a self-driving car, it’s effectively a data
center on wheels, and a drone is a data center with wings and a robot is a data center with arms
and legs and a (ship) is a floating data center…’.

4.5

5G-PPP Network Software WG

NGPaaS is leading this WG. Here a list of activities conducted by NGPaaS:
o A new ToR has been proposed and approved by the Steering Board (SB) focused on 5G
Cloud Native Design.
o The WG is running a bi-weekly calls.
o Virtual workshop organization:
▪ The first one is organized on 27th March 2018 where several technical
presentations of four phase 2 projects: NGPaaS, 5G PICTURE3,
MATILDA4 and SLICENET5, has been introduced.
▪ The second one is organized on 23rd May 2018 where SAT5G6 and 5GTANGO7 introduced their projects
o NGPaaS and SLICENET organized a workshop: ‘From cloud ready to cloud native
transformation: What it means and Why it matters’. The description is published on the
website of EUCNC: https://www.eucnc.eu/workshops/workshop-2/
o The workshop invited a Keynote from ORANGE to talk about the latest trend in cloud
security. Also, the workshop will be an occasion to release the first version of the white
paper under preparation and lead by NGPaaS on Cloud native. The whita paper is titled:
‘From Webscale to Telco: The Cloud Native journey’.
o NGPaaS is evangelizing the micros-services and cloud native approach through its
interaction with the other 12 contributing projects. The main goal is to accelerate the
innovation and foster the cross-project collaboration in 5G-PPP. NGPaaS made a
presentation on microservices and the twelve factors.

3

https://www.5g-picture-project.eu/

4

http://www.matilda-5g.eu/

5

https://slicenet.eu/

6

http://sat5g-project.eu/

7

https://5gtango.eu/
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5G-PPP Vision WG

NGPaaS is now part of the Vision WG. The contributor is NBLF (Bessem Sayadi). One of the
main topic pushed by NGPaaS in this WG is the vision of Augmented Intelligence Native and the
platform design for 5G. After the leave of the current chair, the WG is no more active.

4.7

5G-PPP SME WG

The main activity is conducted via email. Vertical M2M is active in that area and will contribute
in the Booth organized by the WG in EUCNC.
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5 Conclusions
As displayed in this document, the activity within the NGPaaS project in relation to
Communication, Dissemination, Standardization, Open Source Contributions and PoCs (as
demonstrative exploitation cases), has been steady since the start of the project and it ramped up
as soon as the consortium had consolidated a coherent architectural proposal and the initial
integration prototypes had been planned.
The following table, provides a check matrix to compare these activities, against the key
performance indicators (KPIs) in the initial description of work for the consortium (Part B, Table
6), in regards to this realm of activities.
Table 5- 1 : KPI- Status matrix check for WP7 in the reporting period.
Topic / Element

Publications

KPI

6 targeted at the end of the project.

Achievement- Status by end Y1

7 already completed by Y1
and 11 accepted, to be
completed as well in the
following reporting period.
(See Table 2- 3in this report).
This is already 300% of the
target
KPI,
without
considering the production in
Y2.

Web Site / Social Web-site up and running from M1
WebSite up and running by
Networks
Social networks’ account ready from mid June 2017.
M2, 1 post/update per month
Twitter account ready in July
2017. 35 posts (at the timing
of writing, by May 2018) 
3,1 posts / month in average,
in the reporting period.
Open
Source At least 2 per project per year
1 already completed and
Contributions
work towards 2 others
already realized within the
reporting period. To be
completed in the coming
reporting period. (Please refer
to section 3 in this report)
Proof of Concepts
At least 6 in total
4 already well in progress in
the reporting period. (Please
refer to section 3.2 in this
report). Initial prototypes to
be ready by M13. Work on a
5th one has already been
initiated (Policy Framework
PoC in WP4), although not
mature enough to be reported
here.
Industry events and At least 2 presentations per year
7 completed already in the
ad-hoc meetings
reporting period. 2 more
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already planned. (Please
refer to sections 2.24 and
2.2.5 within this report).This
is already 200% of the target
KPI.
Report, Education 1 academic work-shop
& Training
1 University course at MSc Level.

2 MSc level courses and
contribution to a 3rd one.
A number of student
projects (MSc and PhD
level). (Please refer to the
Exploitation description for
academic partners in D7.3).

Collaboration 5G Allocate resources (2.2% of the
2% of the available resources
PPP stakeholders
budget)
have been allocated in the
reporting period.
Contribution
to At least 2 per year
3 have been reported in Y1.
Standards
OpenStack
Summit,
Hackatons, Meetup

1 OpenStack summit presentation
1 NGPaaS Hackaton

Due to the maturity of the
project, this has not had
sufficient ground in the
reporting
period.
The
consortium is though already
considering possibilities / for
the Autumn 2018. (i.e. ONF
submit).

As the check-matrix displays, the work in the project and the results of activities in WP7 have so
far been well aligned with the expected KPIs.
It is possible also to see that the effort may need to be shifted in the second year of the project,
towards more active presence-contribution in standardization bodies-activities as well as more
activities towards utilization / adoption of NGPaaS proposals and solutions by different
communities.
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